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The Angels' Message to Humanity Gerald J. Schueler 1996 Initiate yourself into one of the most enriching and powerful systems of magick anywhere.
The Angels'? Message to Humanity presents a radical, new system of 88 graded paths based on mandalas created from the five Enochian tablets.
Incorporating ritual magick, creative visualization, yoga, and mantras, nothing apart from this book is needed for these initiations. The revised pathworking
rituals in The Angels'? Message to Humanity allow a magician to fully explore the Enochian system of magick, alone or with others. Explore alternative
methods of skrying and ritually working with the Watchtowers. Build the Enochian Cube as a powerful, three-dimensional model of the magickal universe
through advanced pathworking rituals. Geared to the intermediate or advanced magickal student, this book is divided into easy-to-read text and endnotes
containing helpful references and technical information, as well as 121 illustrations and 8 color plates. This is a Print-on-Demand title. Please allow an
additional 2-3 days for delivery
The Modern Witchcraft Book of Love Spells Skye Alexander 2017-07-04 From the author of the Modern Witchcraft series comes a new book on
romantic spells to bring you love, companionship, and passion, with straightforward, accessible spell instructions. The Modern Witchcraft Book of Love
Spells is a comprehensive collection that will help you get the love you want—from manifesting a mate, to blessing and helping new love, to helping you
reconnect with a partner and stoking the flame to add fire to your romance. This book will guide you toward your romantic desires to find love—with the
help of a little magic!
The Cambridge History of Magic and Witchcraft in the West David J. Collins, S. J. 2015-03-02 This book presents twenty chapters by experts in their
fields, providing a thorough and interdisciplinary overview of the theory and practice of magic in the West. Its chronological scope extends from the Ancient
Near East to twenty-first-century North America; its objects of analysis range from Persian curse tablets to US neo-paganism. For comparative purposes, the
volume includes chapters on developments in the Jewish and Muslim worlds, evaluated not simply for what they contributed at various points to European
notions of magic, but also as models of alternative development in ancient Mediterranean legacy. Similarly, the volume highlights the transformative and
challenging encounters of Europeans with non-Europeans, regarding the practice of magic in both early modern colonization and more recent
decolonization.
Love Magic for Beginners Harry Eilenstein 2021-05-17 Love spells belong to the oldest and most popular forms of magic - the theme of "relationships"
touches almost every person. There are many forms of love spells - from the attempted coercion of a specific person to the manumitting invitation of a
relationship into one's life, from remote hypnosis to love potions, from planet magic to the use of the chakras, from self-healing to black magic. However,
there is also a form of "love magic" that starts from the inner man and woman, which with some probability does not only lead to getting into the same
unpleasant situation for the seventeenth time, but to finding what you are actually looking for.
Modern Witch Red Grimoire - Love Spells Amelia Teije Are you curious to learn the magical techniques of modern witches? Are you a beginner witch
looking for a witchcraft book to help seduce your partner? Do you need spells for love, strengthen emotional bonds ? Then you've come to the right place!
Read more... The RED GRIMOIRE is a simple and practical witchcraft book that focuses on empowering Witches and Wizards in the field of RED MAGIC and
LOVE SPELLS. This text will give you the basics to be able to explore RED MAGIC and use it to improve your emotional life in all areas The book also
addresses almost all aspects of the basic techniques of RED MAGIC in Modern Witchcraft In the book you will find the techniques for : - Seduction Spells Spells to strengthen affective bonds - Spells for the Couple - Spells to solve problems - Many Practical and Simple Rituals - And much more... This book is
particularly suitable for modern witches , but it is great for any type of witch and sorcerer in existence. I will introduce you to the world of RED MAGIC in a
simple, detailed and safe way So grab this Modern Witch starter kit now and start your journey into witchcraft to discover the occult powers of RED MAGIC
. Don't wait any longer and click on "BUY NOW" and start your magical experience today!
Crystal Magic Aurora Kane 2022 A spellbook and comprehensive guide to the inherent magic in these sacred stones, Crystal Magic guides witches through
the practical use of one of their favorite materials.
A Worldbuilder's Guide to Magic Brent A. Stypczynski 2021-10-12 Constructing a functional system of magic that helps readers suspend disbelief is a
crucial part of worldbuilding in the fantasy genres. Yet creating a believable, compelling and original fictional universe can be daunting. To help inspire
writers, this guide provides an overview of how magic has been understood in history and used in myth, legend and modern fiction. Different forms of magic
are explored and a broad range of stories--from Nordic myths to modern novels--are described and referenced. Discussion explores how magic as a concept
shapes, and is shaped by, fictional worlds and societies.
The Kabbalah & Magic of Angels Migene González-Wippler 2013-03-08 Using the powerful insights of the Kabbalah, we can bridge the unfathomable
distances between our material world and the divine realms where angels dwell. In The Kabbalah & Magic of Angels, celebrated author Migene GonzálezWippler presents an in-depth look at angels in the context of the Kabbalah, the comprehensive system underlying Western religion and spirituality.
Providing a complete introduction to Kabbalistic concepts, Migene shows how to apply them to our relationships with numerous angels. Included are ways
to contact angels and work with them, from simple spells and magical rituals to full Kabbalistic evocations. You’ll discover how to see angels operating in
your life and how to visualize them. Numerous angels are named and fully described so readers will know exactly which angel to work with for any purpose
or desire. Ideal for students of Kabbalah and lovers of angels.
Angeliad Surazeus Astarius 2017-10-09 Angeliad of Surazeus - Revelation of Angela presents 136,377 lines of verse in 1,346 poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets,
dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and epigrams written by Surazeus 2001 to 2005.
Ancient Magic and Ritual Power Paul Mirecki 1995-10-01 This volume contains a series of provocative essays, written by leading scholars who study the
ancient Mediterranean and Near Eastern worlds, on magic and ritual power. The essays address how ancient magic might be defined and how it came into
expression in a wide variety of cultural contexts. This publication has also been published in paperback, please click here for details.
Amazons, Wives, Nuns, and Witches Carole A. Myscofski 2013-11-15 The Roman Catholic church played a dominant role in colonial Brazil, so that
women’s lives in the colony were shaped and constrained by the Church’s ideals for pure women, as well as by parallel concepts in the Iberian honor code
for women. Records left by Jesuit missionaries, Roman Catholic church officials, and Portuguese Inquisitors make clear that women’s daily lives and their
opportunities for marriage, education, and religious practice were sharply circumscribed throughout the colonial period. Yet these same documents also
provide evocative glimpses of the religious beliefs and practices that were especially cherished or independently developed by women for their own use,
constituting a separate world for wives, mothers, concubines, nuns, and witches. Drawing on extensive original research in primary manuscript and printed
sources from Brazilian libraries and archives, as well as secondary Brazilian historical works, Carole Myscofski proposes to write Brazilian women back into
history, to understand how they lived their lives within the society created by the Portuguese imperial government and Luso-Catholic ecclesiastical
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institutions. Myscofski offers detailed explorations of the Catholic colonial views of the ideal woman, the patterns in women’s education, the religious views
on marriage and sexuality, the history of women’s convents and retreat houses, and the development of magical practices among women in that era. One of
the few wide-ranging histories of women in colonial Latin America, this book makes a crucial contribution to our knowledge of the early modern Atlantic
World.
Diary of Ancient Rites, A Guide For The Serious Practitioner Melissa Anderson 2006-01 Have you ever pondered your beginnings? The first religions.
Diary of Ancient Rites explores this and more. Learn herbal and color magic as well as how to call on your gaurdian spirits. Not a book of complicated
rituals, simple everyday magic for practical use.
Health and Ritual in Morocco Josep Lluís Mateo Dieste 2012-10-12 In Health and Ritual in Morocco, J. L. Mateo Dieste analyzes the many notions of the
body in contemporary Morocco and shows how a rich universe of healing systems and rituals conforms to social and historical power relationships.
Angel Healing - Invoking the Healing Power of Angels through Simple Ritual Claire Nahmad Author 2012-01-02 Incomplete
Angels and Demons of Love Giuliano Kremmerz 2019-03-08 Giuliano Kremmerz (1861-1930) was the most important Italian esoterist and his works have
been translated into French, Portuguese and Spanish. Kremmerz was initiated by Pasquale De Servis (1818-1893) who introduced him into the milieu of
Neapolitan and Egyptian magic, whose leading exponent was the Attorney and Freemason Giustiniano Lebano (1832-1910). Kremmerz soon departed from
the latter, to found the Fratellanza terapeutico-magica di Miriam. It was a Brotherhood that dealt with occult medicine. Its members tried to cure the sick
through individual and collective magic rituals. The Brotherhood had an occult organism that governed it. It was the Egyptian Osirid Order, in which high
ceremonial magic and sexual magic were practiced as instruments of asceticism to the so-called One Infinite. Angels and Demons of Love is a first attempt
by the Kremmerz to bring the attention of readers of the end of the XIX century, on the subject of the evolution of man, passing through the so-called
internal alchemy.
Archangels of Magick Damon Brand 2018-01-05 Learn how to better your life through the magic of angels.
The Mechanics of Providence Michael D. Swartz 2018-10-29 The phenomena we call magic and mysticism had a profound effect on the shaping of Judaism in
late antiquity. In this volume, Michael D. Swartz offers a wide-ranging study of the purposes, world-views, ritual dynamics, literary forms, and social settings
of ancient Jewish magic and mysticism and their function in religion and history. Based on the author's studies over the past few decades, he proposes
innovative methods for the study of these two phenomena. The author focuses especially on the rituals of early Jewish magic and mysticism, their social
contexts, and the textual dimension of this complex literature. He also offers introductions to these phenomena. Michael D. Swartz argues that the authors
of these texts employed intricate technologies, literary and artistic forms, and physical practices to negotiate between the values and world-views of their
cultures and the texture of everyday life.
The Magical Adventures of Mary Parish Frances Timbers 2015-12-25 Mary Parish wasn’t your ordinary seventeenth-century woman. She was a “cunning
woman,” who spent her time in the realm of magic, interacting with fairies, hunting for buried treasures, and communicating with the spirit world, along
with her partner, the young aristocrat Goodwin Wharton. Drawing largely from Goodwin’s personal journals, Frances Timbers reconstructs Mary’s life in
this microhistory, and explores themes of class, gender, and relationships in seventeenth-century England. Mary’s story provides insight into magical beliefs
and practices of early modern history, and sheds light on how class and gender affected everyday life.
Creating Love Samantha Stevens 2009-10-12 Want to know how to attract that special someone? Creating Love, the fourth book in the Spirit Book Series by
Samantha Stevens, is all about how to do just that. This practical how-to manual surveys historical and modern metaphysical methods that have been used
throughout history to help inspire love. Creating Love supplies you with spiritual prescriptions derived from various cultures and methodologies to help you
discover your ultimate soulmate: lightworking, affirmation, prayer, candle burning, angels, gods and goddesses, herbs, flowers, gemstones, rituals, spells,
feng shui and recipes. What's love got to do with it? Everything!
Handbook of Daily Spells Pari (Nickname)
The Little Giant Encyclopedia of Spells & Magic Diagram Group 1999 This extraordinary reference covers witches, shamen, voodoo priests and
priestesses, and oracles; provides the low-down on pentagrams, exorcisms, coven rituals, and conjuring spirits; and tells how to cast spells for protection,
invisibility, and illness prevention. Illustrations.
The Ultimate Book of Magic and Witchcraft Pierre Macedo 2019-11-30 Transform Your Life with Real Spells, Rituals, and Other Practices Taught in
This Book The keyword of this book is practicality. It is intended for those who want to practice magic without having to read long theoretical books. The
Ultimate Book of Magic and Witchcraft allows you to use magic immediately after opening it. It contains a variety of exclusive spells and rituals, such as
love, money, beauty, evocations, protection. It also introduces the reader to magical sigils, such as spirit and planetary sigils. No other book teaches the
right way to evoke Lucifer and Michael. No other book gives a detailed beauty ritual with the Norse gods Frey and Freya or a powerful love spell with the
mysterious Lilith. No other author ever covered so many subjects, from love to planetary magic, in a single work, as Pierre Macedo did. No matter if you are
a white or black magic practitioner, a Wicca follower, or if you need some spiritual help, this work was written for you. Now you have in your hands the key
to change the course of your life. Here’s a Small Sample of What You Will Find in This Book of Witchcraft, Rituals and Magic Spells Instructions on how to
prepare yourself to perform rituals, cast spells, etc. White magic spells Black magic spells Love spells Manipulation spells Breaking and cleansing spells
Magical evocation: instructions on how to summon spirits Planetary magic It’s worth mentioning that this book contains real spells, rituals, and other
witchcraft practices that work if you follow all the instructions provided.
The Encyclopedia of Magic and Alchemy Rosemary Guiley 2006 A comprehensive illustrated reference guide with more than 400 entries on the subjects of
magic and alchemy.
The Magic of Love Mongi Daoudi 2019-10-17 if you have the courage and the will to go on the quest for the soulmate, you are in the right place, if you are
alone and you feel the heaviness ofthis loneliness you are at the best place and if you feel that someone 'alack in your life, this book is your cure.When you
are alone, you need a special companion, You want love, youwant the joy of love. But when you are in pain, your injuries need to berepaired and your heart
needs to heal. When relationships becomecomplicated, you want to bring back the passion and increase your dose.And if you dream of meeting your love.
you are called to celebrate themagic of this spiritual scene that can take you wherever you want.By reading the different parts of "The Magic of Love", you
make contactwith the angels who will respond with love. You do not need any type ofritual, no need for candles, herbs or other. You need a spiritual
andemotional presence, an open mind to discover miraculous things: rituals favoring the direct contact of angels.It is necessary to work hard to repair the
wounds and to heal the heartby the sacred frequency of healing which one must have the perfectagreement between your deep being and the universe.you
will reveal in yourself the portals of light and love that lead toperfect knowledge. You have to celebrate the magic to bring back thepassion and increase it
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afterwards.There are two things you can do at the level of the soul mate to increaseyour chances in love: a ritual to awaken reality while facilitating theentry
of your soul mate into your life and the timing at that moment willbe obvious and the Soul takes care of working to reach the full potentialof love and at that
moment you will have a strong chance to confidentlyfill your love relationships.Harmonize life according to the frequencies of Nature and there will bemore
joy, happiness and beauty in our everyday experiences. Byimagining the Sacred Frequencies of Love you will reveal in yourself theportals of light and love
that lead to perfect mastery. Bridging the gapbetween thought and understanding, being and becoming, time andeternit
Witches Collection Pierre Macedo 2020-11-03 In a single book, you have access to the best-selling The Ultimate Book of Magic and Witchcraft: A How-To
Book on the Practice of Magic Rituals and Spells and Wicca - Quick Guide for Practitioners, plus a Tarot reading app you can use on your Android phone.
BOOK 01: THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF MAGIC AND WITCHCRAFT Transform Your Life with Real Spells, Rituals, and Other Practices Taught in This Book
The keyword of this book is practicality. It is intended for those who want to practice magic without having to read long theoretical books. The Ultimate
Book of Magic and Witchcraft allows you to use magic immediately after opening it. It contains a variety of exclusive spells and rituals, such as love, money,
beauty, evocations, protection. It also introduces the reader to magical sigils, such as spirit and planetary sigils. No other book teaches the right way to
evoke Lucifer and Michael. No other book gives a detailed beauty ritual with the Norse gods Frey and Freya or a powerful love spell with the mysterious
Lilith. No other author ever covered so many subjects, from love to planetary magic, in a single work, as Pierre Macedo did. No matter if you are a white or
black magic practitioner, a Wicca follower, or if you need some spiritual help, this work was written for you. Now you have in your hands the key to change
the course of your life. Here’s a Small Sample of What You Will Find in This Book of Witchcraft, Rituals and Magic Spells Instructions on how to prepare
yourself to perform rituals, cast spells, etc. White magic spells Black magic spells Love spells Manipulation spells Breaking and cleansing spells Magical
evocation: instructions on how to summon spirits Planetary magic It’s worth mentioning that this book contains real spells, rituals, and other witchcraft
practices that work if you follow all the instructions provided. BOOK 02: WICCA - QUICK GUIDE FOR PRACTITIONERS This book provides all the necessary
information you need to create any rituals and spells. It contains lists of spirits you can work with, planets, incense for every occasion, candles, herbs, and
many more. All the following areas are covered in this guide. • Friendship • Love • Marriage • Sexual Attraction • Pregnancy • Message / Contact • Health /
Healing • Protection • Purification • Enemies • Lucid Dream • Divination • Money • Luck and Success • Beauty It also comes with two exclusive spells for
money and love. PRACTICAL TAROT READING Read Tarot cards without a physical deck. Practical Tarot Reading uses the 22 Major Arcana to answer
questions just like a traditional reading, but better. Our shuffling algorithm guarantees a completely random shuffling. In other words, it's impossible to
predict or control how the cards are presented on the screen, and that's what makes this app so accurate.
Angel Magic Cassandra Eason 2010-04-01 In the frantic modern world many people want to discover easy ways to improve the harmony of their lives,
reduce stress and resolve problems. ANGEL MAGIC is a delightful, user-friendly guide to angels for busy people, providing inspiration and guidance in an
easily-accessible format. Based in ancient tradition, the power of angels can be used to benefit you in many different ways. Cassandra reveals: * Angels to
guide and inspire in every aspect of your life including love, prosperity and career * Advice on how to contact specific angels for specific situations * Ways to
work with angels for healing, protection and wellbeing * A list of 250 named angels, with explanations on how they relate to the modern world and the
individual's needs This delightful, user-friendly guide to angels also makes a perfect gift.
Jewish Love Magic Ortal-Paz Saar 2017-06-26 In Jewish Love Magic: From Late Antiquity to the Middle Ages Ortal-Paz Saar explores the supernatural
methods employed by Jews in order to generate love, grace or hate, comparing them to contemporaneous Graeco-Roman and Christian love magic.
African Goddess Initiation Abiola Abrams 2021-07-20 A sacred feminine initiation of self-love and soul care rituals, tools, and exercises. Spiritual teacher,
intuitive coach, and award-winning author, Abiola Abrams invites you to activate African goddess magic to transmute your fears and limiting beliefs, so that
you can create more happiness, abundance, and self-acceptance. Africa is a continent of 54+ countries, and her children are global. There is no one African
spiritual tradition. Our ancestors who were trafficked in "The New World" hid the secrets of our orishas, abosom, lwas, álúsí, and god/desses behind saints,
angels, and legendary characters. From South Africa to Egypt, Brazil to Haiti, Guyana to Louisiana, goddess wisdom still empowers us. Writes Abiola, "Spirit
told me, "We choose who shows up." And if you are holding this book, then this sacred medicine is meant for you. In this book, you will meet ancient
goddesses and divine feminine energy ancestors, legendary queens, and mystical spirits. As you complete their powerful rituals, and ascend through their
temples, you will: . Awaken generational healing in the Temple of Ancestors; . Manifest your miracles in the Temple of Conjurers; . Release the struggle in
the Temple of Warriors; . Embrace your dark goddess self in the Temple of Shadows; . Heal your primal wounds in the Temple of Lovers; . Liberate your
voice in the Temple of Griots; . Open your third eye intuition in the Temple of Queens; and . Surrender, meditate, and rise in the Temple of High Priestesses.
Welcome to your goddess circle!
Powerful Spells of Love more Oil Recipes and Method to be a Good Witch Suzanna Harper 2022-01-19 The book focuses on emotional return and
couple relationships. The diversity of rituals offers many possibilities with regard to the harmonization of bodies, whether physical or energetic. Love is a
driving force for a large number of human beings! The happiness one feels while living a love affair is proportionally equal to the pain one experiences when
that story ends. The presence of a rival is often the cause of the breakup, but it is also possible that a certain weariness due to everyday life is born in the
more or less long term in a couple. We end up with a partner who neglects us. He or she no longer pays attention to us, to what we are experiencing and
what we are feeling. Love is slowly moving away ... Then comes a period of vagueness where we are together without really knowing why! If either partner
gets to this point, the tear is almost inevitable. Whether the rupture is effective or about to occur, whether it is weariness or adultery, magic offers many
solutions to rekindle the flames. There are indeed many spells to influence feelings! In addition to bringing your love back to you, it is also possible for us to
unite your souls forever. From there, each of you will be the soul mate of the other until the end.
Love Spells Dzkofut Lousfey This book contains real spells and witchcraft which will make your life beautiful and delightful. You will never miss good luck.
The spells out here are written from ancient and medival history of wizards and practiced through ages. It is called white magic to acts of worship magic ,
the nature, methods and objectives are commonly accepted by the society where they occur. It is used as an antonym of black magic . According to Guy
Bechtel at all times there have been men and women who claimed to have magic powers and practice. From priests to emperors the title of magician
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arrogated. There were state officials who worked diviners or soothsayers and engaged predict who would be the victor in the battle. Were magicians.
Witchcraft, however, exercised by people of lower cultural and economic level, was seen as a byproduct of the magic. People resorted to witches to ward off
bad luck or improve yields. It was a beneficial witchcraft principles. Witches or sorcerers practiced called white magic. This was seen in the West as much
as in the East, in ancient Rome , in Ancient Athens in Ancient Egypt and even in Africa were talismans against the evil eye , amulets, magic herbs and
potions. Just to Christianity the concept of witchcraft appears as religious heresy linked mainly women and magician (magus) is giving way to the witch
(Maleficus), thereby combating magic becomes synonymous with anti- paganism . White magic is against the black magic and fighting the evil spells, white
magic looking for prosperity, integrity, physical and mental development in connection with the spirit.
The Book of Candle Magic Madame Pamita 2020-10-08 Featuring authentic candle magic that anyone can do, this impressive little book shows how you can
connect to spiritual realms and bring positive change to your life with just a little wick, wax, and flame. Madame Pamita offers both step-by-step instructions
for specific candle spells and reference materials to create your own spells. The Book of Candle Magic empowers you to manifest more happiness, love,
prosperity, and fulfillment through candle spells. Discover how to make candles from scratch, perform candle readings, create your grimoire, and add some
pizzazz to your rituals. Explore the best herbs, gems, talismans, and symbols for giving your spells a boost. With this beautiful book, you can claim your
birthright of using fire to reach your magical goals.
Dictionary of Daily Life in Biblical & Post-Biblical Antiquity: Aphrodisiacs & Erotic Spells Edwin M. Yamauchi 2022-05-17 This unique reference article,
excerpted from the larger work (Dictionary of Daily Life in Biblical and Post-Biblical Antiquity), provides background cultural and technical information on
the world of the Hebrew Bible and New Testament from 2000 BC to approximately AD 600. Written and edited by a world-class historian and a highly
respected biblical scholar, each article addresses cultural, technical, and/or sociological issues of interest to the study of the Scriptures. Contains a high
level of scholarship. Information and concepts are explained in detail and are accompanied by bibliographic material for further exploration. Useful for
scholars, pastors, teachers, and students—for biblical study, exegesis, or sermon preparation. Possible areas covered include details of domestic life,
technology, culture, laws, or religious practices. Each article ranges from 5 to 20 pages in length. For the complete contents of Dictionary of Daily Life in
Biblical and Post-Biblical Antiquity, see ISBN 9781619708617 (4-volume set) or ISBN 9781619701458 (complete in one volume).
Fallen Angels and the History of Judaism and Christianity Annette Yoshiko Reed 2005-11-28 This book considers the early history of Jewish-Christian
relations focussing on the fallen angels.
The Everything Love Spells Book Kaile Dutton 2007-11-01 A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Love Magic and Control in Premodern Iberian Literature Veronica Menaldi 2021-07-29 This book explores the complexity of Iberian identity and
multicultural/multi-religious interactions in the Peninsula through the lens of spells, talismans, and imaginative fiction in medieval and early modern Iberia.
Focusing particularly on love magic—which manipulates objects, celestial spheres, and demonic conjurings to facilitate sexual encounters—Menaldi
examines how practitioners and victims of such magic as represented in major works produced in Castile. Magic, and love magic in particular, is an
exchange of knowledge, a claim to power and a deviation from or subversion of the licit practices permitted by authoritative decrees. As such, magic serves
as a metaphorical tool for understanding the complex relationships of the Christian with the non-Christian. In seeking to understand and incorporate hidden
secrets that presumably reveal how one can manipulate their environment, occult knowledge became one of the funnels through which cultures and
practices mixed and adapted throughout the centuries.
Book of Love Spells Melissa Luna 2022-02-23 Are you in need of love? You don't have anyone to put you on your heart? Admit that your situation is really not
enviable! However, sentimental loneliness is not inevitable, and it often takes very little to put the gods of love in your pocket! Trust the magic. By making
one of his specific recipes, you would give yourself the best chance of meeting your soul mate in the shortest possible time and keeping him forever!
On My Right Michael, On My Left Gabriel Mika Ahuvia 2021-06-08 Angelic beings can be found throughout the Hebrew Bible, and by late antiquity the
archangels Michael and Gabriel were as familiar as the patriarchs and matriarchs, guardian angels were as present as one’s shadow, and praise of the
seraphim was as sacred as the Shema prayer. Mika Ahuvia recovers once-commonplace beliefs about the divine realm and demonstrates that angels were
foundational to ancient Judaism. Ancient Jewish practice centered on humans' relationships with invisible beings who acted as intermediaries, role models,
and guardians. Drawing on non-canonical sources—incantation bowls, amulets, mystical texts, and liturgical poetry—Ahuvia shows that when ancient men
and women sought access to divine aid, they turned not only to their rabbis or to God alone but often also to the angels. On My Right Michael, On My Left
Gabriel spotlights these overlooked stories, interactions, and rituals, offering a new entry point to the history of Judaism and the wider ancient
Mediterranean and Near Eastern world in which it flourished.
Ancient Love Spells Timeka Willis 2021-02-14 Love Spells have been Used for Centuries and Now with the Access of this Book You Can Too. With the Help
of these Spells You Too Can Find Your Dream Lover and Be Happy and Ride Off into the Sunset. Love Spells Are Heard of, but not Exactly Talked about, But
are Used More than You Know. Now You Can Learn the Secret Chants Used Around the World that has been Used for Centuries. Find Love Today !!!
The Angels of Love Zanna Blaise 2015-12-07 When you're alone, you want the joy of love. When you're hurting, your heart needs to heal. When
relationships fizzle, you want to bring the passion back. And if you're courageous, you dream of meeting your soulmate. This magic can take you where you
want to go. Using the sigils in this book, you make contact with seven angels, and they respond with love. You don't need candles, herbs or anything more
than an open mind. You will discover: Simple rituals for direct contact with the seven Angels of Love A working to heal the pain of a breakup Magic to bring
the passion back A ritual to remove suspicion, doubt, and bickering Two soulmate workings to increase your chances in love A soulmate ritual to stir up
reality and let your soulmate into your life The final soulmate working, to reach the full potential of love You now have the chance to heal old wounds, build
your passion and fill your loving relationships with trust. If you are alone, this angelic magic can bring you new love. If you believe in soulmates - if you
sense that somebody is missing from your life - this book is for you.
Curse Tablets and Binding Spells from the Ancient World John G. Gager 1999 For the first time text from tablets have been translated into English with
substantial translator's introduction revealing the cultural, social and historical context for these spells and tablets of the ancient world.
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